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I. INTRODUCTION 


Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.71(d) and the Revised Interim Director Review 


Process adopted on July 24, 2023, Patent Owner (“PO”) respectfully requests 


Rehearing By The Director of the Final Written Decision (Paper 24).    


U.S. Patent No. 10,223,692 (“the ’692 Patent”) addresses the problem of 


setting of a temporary payment card in a mobile wallet. Ex. 1001 at 1:45-57. The 


Petition relied on Tedesco (Ex. 1007) which disclosed a device for aiding 


developmentally disabled individuals by alerting them to upcoming events. The 


parties disputed whether Tedesco was “reasonably pertinent to the particular 


problem” of the ’692 Patent under the “second prong” of the analogous art test.  See, 


Sanofi-Aventis Deutschland GmbH v. Mylan Pharm. Inc., 66 F.4th 1373, 1377 (Fed. 


Cir. 2023). PO devoted entire sections of its briefs to explaining why Tedesco failed 


to satisfy the “second prong” (see, e.g., Sur-Reply at 6-16), and the issue was raised 


at the Oral Hearing. See, e.g., Tr. at 31. Despite being aware of PO’s arguments on 


the “second prong,” the Board ignored all of them in the Final Written Decision:   


...  a reference must qualify as “analogous art,” i.e., it must satisfy one 
of the following conditions: (1) the reference must be from the same 
field of the inventor’s endeavor; or (2) the reference must be reasonably 
pertinent to the particular problem with which the inventor is involved. 
Here, Patent Owner addresses the first prong of the test but not the 
second prong. Final Written Decision at 37 (emphasis added). 
 
PO seeks Rehearing By The Director of the Board's finding that Tedesco is 
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analogous art.  As explained below, the Board erred in matters of law and fact. 


II. PATENT OWNER ADDRESSED WHY TEDESCO FAILED TO MEET 
 THE SECOND PRONG OF THE ANALOGOUS ART TEST 


 In the Patent Owner Response (“POR”), PO explained why Tedesco failed to 


meet the “second prong,” i.e., why Tedesco’s device for developmentally disabled 


individuals was not “reasonably pertinent” to the problem of setting a temporary 


payment card. From the POR:   


... The ’692 Patent recognizes that a user may have access to multiple 
payment cards on the same device, and may wish to use a card other 
than a “main payment card” for a given transaction. (Shamos at ¶ 37; 
Ex. APPL-1001, 1:24-31.) ... The Patent explains that resetting the 
mobile device to use the main payment card after a temporary card has 
been selected may be cumbersome and inconvenient. (Shamos at ¶ 37; 
Ex. APPL-1001, 1:32-44.) (POR at 1-2) (emphasis added). 


* * * 
 Despite Petitioner’s assertion that Tedesco is analogous art to the 
’692 Patent (Pet. at 12), it is not. (Shamos at ¶ 91.) ... A POSITA 
looking to develop a process for selecting a temporary payment card 
would not look to unrelated disclosures of interfaces for 
developmentally disabled individuals that have nothing to do with 
making payments. (Id.) In particular, it would be considered risky for 
developmentally disabled individuals to engage in payment 
transactions privately using a mobile device because of various risks: 
(1) the user might not understand the import of the transaction and that 
money was being spent; and (2) the user might have been manipulated 
fraudulently by third parties to engage in a payment transaction. (Id.) 
(POR at 27) (emphasis added). 


* * * 
... The significance of this observation is mysterious because Tedesco, 
on which Petitioner improperly relies (because it is addressed to the 
problems of developmentally displaced people), 38 discloses animation 
of a countdown timer, but not any animation of the movement of a 
payment card (or any object other than the timer itself). (Id.) (POR at 
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37) (emphasis added) 
 
In Petitioner’s Reply, Petitioner noted that it had the right “to respond to 


analogous art arguments in its reply,” (Reply at 20-21 (note 6)), and Petitioner’s 


Reply then advanced the following argument on the “second prong” which included 


citations to the ’692 Patent (APPL-1001) and Tedesco (APPL-1007) purportedly 


supporting Petitioner’s position: 


... Dr. Houh explained that “Tedesco is analogous art to the ʼ692 patent 
because it is reasonably pertinent to a problem with which the inventor 
of the ʼ692 patent was involved (e.g., visual display techniques for 
interacting with a user).” APPL-1003, ¶65 (citing APPL-1001, 2:11-13, 
2:24-28, Figs. 16-17, 5:42- 58; APPL-1007, Abstract, Fig. 18, 2:39-67, 
3:1-5). Petitioner’s Reply at 20 (emphasis added). 


 
PO properly responded in its Sur-Reply. For example, in response to 


Petitioner’s citations to the ’692 Patent (which nowhere mentioned “visualization 


techniques” as the problem being addressed), PO identified the passages in the ’692 


Patent where the inventor expressly identified “setting a temporary payment card 


for a payable time” as the problem. From the PO’s Sur-Reply 8-9): 


Tedesco would not have logically commended itself to an inventor’s 
attention in considering the problems solved by the ’692 Patent. As 
recognized in the ’692 Patent, switching between payment cards was 
cumbersome and inconvenient for users. The ’692 Patent sought to 
address the issue by solving “the problem of setting a temporary 
payment card for a payable time.” (APPL-1021 at 77:13-15). As 
explained in the ’692 Patent: 


   
BACKGROUND ART 


To prevent double payment, a mobile wallet application sets one 
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of the issued mobile payment cards as a main payment card and 
makes a payment.  


It is possible to make a payment using a mobile payment card 
other than the main payment card. However, to do so, users should 
go through an operation of setting a mobile payment card that the 
user wishes to use for payment as a main payment card in advance. 


When the user temporarily uses another mobile payment card to 
make a payment (for example, for one-time payment), the user 
should recover the original main payment card after finishing the 
payment. In this case, the operation of recovering the original 
main payment card may be a cumbersome procedure and may 
cause inconvenience to the user.  


In addition, the operation of changing the main payment card to 
another payment card may also cause inconvenience or difficulty 
to the user, and the user may not be accustomed to that operation, 
considering that mobile commerce is still at an early stage.  


(APPL-1001 at 1:22-43).  


DISCLOSURE  
Technical Problem  


One or more exemplary embodiments provide a method for setting 
a temporary payment card, which sets, as a temporary payment 
card, a mobile payment card which is moved by a user from among 
mobile payment cards listed in a list, and resets the setting of the 
temporary payment card when a payable time passes, so that a 
user can change the temporary payment card more easily, swiftly, 
naturally, amusingly, and intuitively, and a mobile device 
applying the same.  


(APPL-1001 at 1:45-57).  
 
 Accordingly, as articulated in the ’692 Patent and explained by 
Dr. Shamos, the problem the inventors of the ’692 Patent set out to 
“provide a method for setting a temporary payment card, which sets, as 
a temporary payment card, a mobile payment card which is moved by 
a user from among mobile payment cards listed in a list, and resets the 
setting of the temporary payment card when a payable time passes, so 
that a user can change the temporary payment card more easily, swiftly, 
naturally, amusingly, and intuitively, and a mobile device applying the 
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same.” (APPL-1001 at 1:14-20). 
 


  After articulating the problem that the inventor of the ’692 Patent 


expressly articulated in the ’692 Patent, PO identified the problem that Tedesco 


expressly articulated. From PO’s Sur-Reply (at 10-11):  


 The background section of Tedesco’s application makes it clear 
that Tedesco is directed to assisting developmentally disabled 
individuals in completing their daily tasks. Specifically, Tedesco states:  


BACKGROUND  


With a growing population, the number of developmentally 
disabled children grows. Additionally, the rates at which children 
have been diagnosed as developmentally disabled, and 
particularly diagnosed with autism, have steadily increased. 
While there is a continuum of disabilities that fall under the 
general heading of developmentally disabled, many individuals 
that are developmentally disabled experience difficulty in 
developing normal speech and language abilities and may also 
suffer from sensory processing dysfunction (SPD). SPD 
encompasses those situations where a person has one or more 
senses that are hyposensitive or hypersensitive.  


These dysfunctions and their manifestations make it difficult for 
such individuals to adapt to dynamic settings and in particular they 
may have difficulty transitioning between activities. This 
difficulty is compounded by the aforementioned language barriers 
that may exist.  


Conventional approaches have not been able to provide a 
convenient tool that allows caregivers to communicate effectively 
with such individuals and prepare such individuals for known 
upcoming changes, especially in contexts such as ordinary life in 
the community, which is markedly more dynamic and rich with 
sensory stimuli as compared to relatively sterile and controlled 
therapeutic settings.  


(APPL-1007 at 1:19-42). 
 


 Having laid out the respective problems addressed in the ’692 Patent and 
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Tedesco, PO explained why one was not reasonably pertinent to the other. From 


PO’s Sur-Reply (at 10-11): 


 ...Tedesco is directed to the population of developmentally 
disabled persons with a sensory processing dysfunction, i.e., those who 
are hyposensitive or hypersensitive. And more specifically, Tedesco 
sought to provide a tool that caregivers could use to prepare such 
individuals for upcoming changes between activities. In this context, 
Dr. Shamos explains that the problem Tedesco was trying to solve was 
“[h]ow to assist developmentally disabled people in getting through the 
day, make sure that they do certain things that they’re supposed to do 
at particular times.” (APPL-1021 at 77:18-21).  


 This is in stark contrast to the problem identified in the ’692 
Patent, which is making switching between payment cards less 
cumbersome and more convenient for the general population through 
the setting of a temporary payment card for a payable time. The 
problem could not be more different than that set forth in Tedesco (a 
solution that caregivers could use to prepare developmentally disabled 
persons with a sensory processing disfunction for upcoming changes in 
activities). Dr. Houh ignored the descriptions of the narrow problems 
set forth in the specifications of the ’692 Patent and Tedesco, and used 
hindsight to generalize and expand the narrow problems described in 
the ’692 Patent and Tedesco until both were broad enough to overlap... 


 Next, PO articulated a significant flaw in Petitioner’s characterization of 


Tedesco as being directed to “visual display techniques for interacting with a user.”  


From PO’s Sur-Reply (at 12): 


... [E]ven if Dr. Houh’s analysis were not based on hindsight, his broad 
characterization of the ’692 Patent and Tedesco as both being directed 
to “visual display techniques for interacting with a user” is wrong. In 
Tedesco, after the caregiver programs the tool, the caregiver provides 
to the developmentally disabled person transition to help them 
transition to their next activity by, e.g., viewing a countdown timer. The 
developmentally disabled person does not “interact” (act reciprocally) 
with the device. Rather, Tedesco’s countdown timer is something that 
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the disabled person just views (one way). Even if Tedesco and the ’692 
Patent were not directed to completely different problems and 
populations, there would still be no overlap between a visual interface 
designed for one-way viewing, and the interactive interface of the ’692 
Patent ... (emphasis added). 
 


 Below is the Table of Contents from PO’s Sur-Reply,2 indicating the extent 


to which these issues were emphasized by PO: 


 
 


  


                                            
2 Petitioner did not object to any of Patent Owner's arguments as being outside the 
scope of a proper sur-reply; any such objection would have been meritless.  The 
Final Written Decision lacks any finding that Patent Owner's arguments were outside 
the scope of a proper sur-reply. 
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III. THE BOARD ERRED WHEN IT IGNORED PATENT OWNER’S 
 ARGUMENTS ON THE SECOND PRONG 


In the Final Written Decision, the Board closed its eyes to all of PO’s 


arguments on the “second prong” and proceeded as if none of them existed:   


...  Here, Patent Owner addresses the first prong of the test but not the 
second prong. Final Written Decision at 37 (emphasis added). 
 
This was an error as a matter of law and fact. 


IV. THE BOARD ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT TEDESCO IS 
ANALOGOUS ART 


The Federal Circuit explains that “[t]wo separate tests define the scope of 


analogous prior art: (1) whether the art is from the same field of endeavor, regardless 


of the problem addressed, and, (2) if the reference is not within the field of the 


inventor’s endeavor, whether the reference still is reasonably pertinent to the 


particular problem with which the inventor is involved.” Sanofi-Aventis Deutschland 


GmbH v. Mylan Pharm. Inc., 66 F.4th 1373, 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2023). “The 


identification of analogous prior art is a factual question.” In re Bigio, 381 F.3d 1320, 


1324 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (citing In re GPAC, 57 F.3d 1573, 1577 (Fed. Cir. 1995)). 


Accordingly, if the prior art is not within the field of the inventor’s endeavor, then 


the second test for analogous art is “whether the reference still is reasonably pertinent 


to the particular problem with which the inventor is involved.” Sanofi-Aventis 


Deutschland GmbH, 66 F.4th at 1377.  


In the present case, the PO and the Petitioner agree that Tedesco and the ’692 
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Patent are from different fields of endeavor” (see Reply at 20) and, accordingly, 


Tedesco does not satisfy the first prong of the analogous art test.” See, e.g., Sur-


Reply at 7. However, after ignoring all of the PO’s arguments to the contrary, the 


Board erroneously found Tedesco was analogous prior art under the second prong. 


Final Written Decision at 37-38.   


The Final Written Decision relied on column 2, lines 4-5 of the ’692 Patent to 


allege that “[o]ne of the problems addressed by the inventor of the ’692 patent relates 


to the display of time for certain payment-related activities (Ex. 1001, 2:4–5).”  Final 


Written Decision at 37.   However, column 2, lines 4-5 of the ’692 Patent does not 


describe the problem being addressed. The description of the problem being 


addressed is set forth at column 1, lines 46-56 of the ’692 Patent (below) – and makes 


no mention of the display of time for certain payment-related activities as being a 


problem.   


Technical Problem  


One or more exemplary embodiments provide a method for setting a 
temporary payment card, which sets, as a temporary payment card, a 
mobile payment card which is moved by a user from among mobile 
payment cards listed in a list, and resets the setting of the temporary 
payment card when a payable time passes, so that a user can change 
the temporary payment card more easily, swiftly, naturally, amusingly, 
and intuitively, and a mobile device applying the same. (APPL-1001 at 
1:45-57).  


 


 The passage from the ’692 Patent at column 2, lines 4-5 relied on by the Board 


in the Final Written Decision comes from the “Technical Solution” set forth in the 
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’692 Patent not the Technical Problem. Rather than starting its analysis with the 


problem of the ’692 Patent, the Board started with solution taught in the ’692 Patent 


and then worked backwards from the solution taught in the ’692 Patent to define 


“the problem” using hindsight. Working backward from the solution is a hindsight 


analysis, which is never appropriate when analyzing a patent’s validity. TQ Delta, 


LLC v. Cisco Sys., 942 F.3d 1352, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (noting the impermissible 


ex post reasoning and hindsight bias warned against in KSR).  The Board should only 


have envisioned the problem faced by the inventor of the ’692 Patent – not the 


solution taught in the ’692 Patent – in analyzing “the particular problem with which 


the inventor [was] involved.” 


 While clearly different from the problem faced by the inventor, it bears noting 


that inventor’s solution (reproduced below) to “the problem of setting a temporary 


payment card for a payable time” was multi-faceted. The “Technical Solution” 


articulated in the ’692 Patent is reproduced below:  


Technical Solution  


According to an aspect of an exemplary embodiment, there is provided 
a method for setting a temporary payment card, including: displaying a 
list of mobile payment cards; setting, as a temporary payment card, a 
mobile payment card which is moved by a user from among the mobile 
payment card listed in the list; and resetting the setting of the temporary 
payment card when a payable time passes. 
 
The method may further include, when the moved mobile payment card 
is moved to an original position by the user , resetting the setting of the 
temporary payment card. 
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The method may further include displaying a remaining payable time. 
 
The method may further include, when a payment is made within the 
payable time, resetting the setting of the temporary payment card. ...  
(Ex. 1001 at 1:47-2:8) 


Accordingly, the “Technical Solution” included many features, only one of 


which is “displaying a remaining payable time.” It was unreasonable for the Board 


to pick out one aspect of the ’692 Patent’s multi-faceted solution and recast it as “the 


particular problem with which the inventor is involved.” 


In addition, the Board’s characterization of the problem as the “display of time 


for certain payment-related activities” is not rooted in the Petition.  In contrast to 


the Board’s characterization of the problem, Petitioner characterized the problem 


addressed by the ’692 Patent as “visual display techniques for interacting with a 


user.” (Pet. at 12).  The Petitioner's characterization of "the problem" thus included 


the notion of user-interaction with a display.  As explain in the briefings, this 


characterization of "the problem" was untethered to Tedesco.3 Perhaps this is why 


the Board rejected it.  Unlike Petitioner, the Board's characterization of "the 


                                            
3  See, Sur-Reply at 12 (Dr. Houh’s ... broad characterization of the ’692 Patent and 
Tedesco as both being directed to “visual display techniques for interacting with a 
user” is wrong. In Tedesco, after the caregiver programs the tool, the caregiver 
provides [it] to the developmentally disabled person to help them transition to their 
next activity by, e.g., viewing a countdown timer. The developmentally disabled 
person does not “interact” (act reciprocally) with the device. Rather, Tedesco’s 
countdown timer is something that the disabled person just views (one 
way.))(emphasis added) 
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problem" does not include any notion of user-interaction with a display.  Instead, 


the Board's characterization of "the problem" includes the notion of "the display of 


time" – a concept completely missing from "the problem" proposed by Petitioner.  


Since the Board’s characterization of the problem fails to align with what Petitioner 


argued, the testimony of Petitioner’s expert provides no evidentiary support for the 


Board’s findings. In fact, there is no evidence in the record that the “display of time 


for certain payment-related activities” solution was the problem addressed. 


Remarkably, even though Petitioner never identified the “display of time for 


certain payment-related activities” as the problem, the Board took PO to task for not 


addressing it. In this regard, the Board stated: 


Patent Owner argues that another problem addressed by the ’692 patent 
is “the problem of setting a temporary payment card for a payable time” 
(Sur-reply 8–9) but does not address squarely the problem identified by 
Petitioner –– the display of time for certain payment-related activities 
(Ex. 1001, 2:4–5). (Final Written Decision at 38) (emphasis added). 


 
PO could not possibly have addressed something that was not argued by 


Petitioner. Perhaps more importantly, in setting forth for the first time in the Final 


Written Decision a new characterization of the problem addressed by the ’692 Patent 


– one that neither party advanced – the Board violated PO’s rights to notice and an 


opportunity to respond under the Administrative Procedures Act. See, e.g., 


Qualcomm Inc. v. Intel Corp., 6 F.4th 1256 (Fed. Cir. 2021). 
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V. THE PROBLEM AUTHORED BY THE BOARD IS NOT SUPPORTED 
 BY SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. 


As discussed above, the Board disregarded the express statement of the 


problem in the ’692 Patent by saying that “PO argues that another problem addressed 


by the ’692 patent is “the problem of setting a temporary payment card for a payable 


time” (Sur-reply 8–9) but does not address squarely the problem identified by 


Petitioner –– the display of time for certain payment-related activities (Ex. 1001, 


2:4–5).” (Final Written Decision at 38). However, Petitioner never identified “the 


display of time for certain payment-related activities as “the problem” – rather, 


Petitioner said “visual display techniques for interacting with a user” was the 


problem. (Pet. at 12). 


The ’692 Patent is wholly silent as to “the problem” being “the display of time 


for certain payment-related activities.” Likewise, the prosecution history is devoid 


of evidence of the problem adopted by the Board. Accordingly, nothing in the 


intrinsic record supports the Board’s finding. 


In addition, while the Board (at 38) appears to rely on Dr. Houh’s Declaration 


(Ex. 1003) for support, Dr. Houh’s statement of the problem as “visual display 


techniques for interacting with a user” bears little resemblance to the problem 


authored by the Board.  


Moreover, the string of citations from Dr. Houh’s Declaration (Ex. 1003 at ¶ 


65) reproduced in the Board’s Decision (at 38), i.e., Ex. 1001 at 2:11–13, 2:24– 28, 
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Figs. 16–17, 5:42–58; Ex. 1007 at code (57), Fig. 18, 2:39–67, 3:1–5),” provide no 


support for the problem being “the display of time for certain payment-related 


activities.”   For example, as discussed above, Ex. 1001 at 2:11–13, 2:24 28 are part 


of the “Technical Solution” section of the ’692 Patent – rather than the “Technical 


Problem.” The citation to Ex. 1001 at 2:39–65, which corresponds to the 


“Advantageous Effects” section of the ’692 Patent, also does not support the Board’s 


findings.   Again, it is improper to start with the “Advantageous Effects” achieved 


by the solution invented in the ’692 Patent and then work backwards to define “the 


problem” using hindsight. 


The “Advantageous Effects” section explains the benefits of the solutions to 


in the ’692 Patent include: (1) allowing the temporary payment card to be changed 


more easily and swiftly; (2) improving user convenience; and (3) bring the user a 


sense of fun and amusement. Nothing about these “Advantageous Effects” suggests 


that the problem the inventors sought to solve was “the display of time for certain 


payment-related activities.”  


The Board’s citation to the “Description of the Drawings” Ex. 1001 at 2:67- 


3:1–5 is also unsupportive.  The “Description of the Drawings” is wholly silent about 


the problem the inventors sought to solve being “the display of time for certain 


payment-related activities.”  


Finally, even if the problem authored by the Board aligned with Dr. Houh’s 
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testimony, expert testimony like that offered by Dr. Houh, “deserves no weight” 


where, as here, the statements “are conclusory and incomplete; they lack any 


substantive explanation tied to the intrinsic record, and they appear to conflict with 


the plain language of the written description.” SkinMedica, Inc. v. Histogen Inc., 727 


F.3d 1187, 1210 (Fed. Cir. 2013). As identified by the PO in the Sur-Reply, “Dr. 


Houh fails to address this language from the ’692 Patent itself, or how his definition 


of the problem which the inventors of the ’692 Patent sought to solve comports with 


the intrinsic record. Accordingly, Dr. Houh’s statement of the problem solved by the 


’692 Patent is in conflict with the written description and is not only merely 


conclusory (and simply wrong) and therefore, should be afforded no weight.” (Sur-


Reply at 13). Contrary to the instructions of the Federal Circuit, the Board afforded 


more weight to Dr. Houh’s extrinsic testimony than the intrinsic evidence in the ’692 


Patent.    


VI.  CONCLUSION 


 PO’s Request for Rehearing By The Director should be granted. 


Respectfully submitted, 


Dated: January 26, 2023 By:/s/ Jonathan K. Waldrop 
 Jonathan K. Waldrop 
 USPTO Registration No. 50,334 
 KASOWITZ BENSON TORRES LLP 
 333 Twin Dolphin Drive, Suite 200 
 Redwood Shores, CA 94064 
 Telephone:  (650) 453-5170 
      Facsimile:  (650) 453-5171 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 The undersigned certifies that pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(e), a copy of the 


foregoing PATENT OWNER’S REQUEST FOR REHEARING BY THE 


DIRECTOR was served via email (as consented to by counsel) on January 26, 2024 


to lead and backup counsel of record for Petitioner as follows: 


Lead Counsel Backup Counsel 


Andrew S. Ehmke 
HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP  
2323 Victory Ave. Suite 700 
Dallas, TX 75219 
andy.ehmke.ipr@haynesboone.com  
 
 
 


Jonathan R. Bowser 
HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP  
800 17th Street NW Suite 500 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
jon.bowser.ipr@haynesboone.com  
 
Angela Oliver 
HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP  
800 17th Street NW Suite 500 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Angela.oliver.ipr@haynesboone.com  
 
Eugene Goryunov 
HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP  
2323 Victory Ave. Suite 700 
Dallas, TX 75219 
eugene.goryunov.ipr@haynesboone.com 


 


      Respectfully submitted, 


Dated: January 26, 2024   By: /s/ Jonathan K. Waldrop  
Jonathan K. Waldrop 
USPTO Registration No.: 50,334 
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